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Abstract: Membrane-spanning nanopores are used in label-free single-molecule sensing and next-generation portable nucleic acid sequencing, and as powerful research tools in biology, biophysics, and synthetic biology. Naturally occurring protein and peptide pores, as well as synthetic inorganic nanopores, are used in these applications, with their limitations. The structural and functional repertoire of nanopores can be considerably expanded by functionalising existing pores with DNA strands and by creating an entirely new class of nanopores with DNA nanotechnology. This review outlines progress in this area of functional DNA nanopores and outlines developments to open up new applications.

1. Introduction

Nanopores are nanoscale holes within a thin membrane and allow transport of molecular cargo from either side of the membrane. In biology, protein nanopores embedded in lipid bilayers fulfil essential roles in ion flux,[3] cellular signalling,[22] and immunobiological defence.[3] Outside biology, nanopores can be used for label-free sensing. Conventionally, nanopore sensing is performed using two electrolyte-filled chambers separated by an insulating membrane with an embedded nanopore (Figure 1a). The passage of analyte molecules through the nanopore temporarily blocks the flow of ions which causes a characteristic signal in the measured current.[1–12] The magnitude and frequency of ionic current changes reveal information on the size and concentration of the analyte at single-molecule level.[13,14] Analytes can include proteins,[9,15,16] peptides,[17–19] RNA[20] and DNA.[21–23] Importantly, nanopores have enable label-free, portable, and long-read DNA sequencing.[24–26] Beyond sensing and sequencing, nanopores have been used as research tools in cell biology, or in biomimetic research and synthetic biology.[4] For these applications, nanopores should ideally have defined sizes, specific molecular interaction properties, or be able to change in shape, depending on the specific use. To meet these criteria, protein pores have been engineered, while new pores with tailored properties have been developed with inorganic materials as well as DNA.

1.1. Protein and peptide pores

Protein pores are biologically occurring membrane channels formed of proteins. They are the most commonly used nanopores for sensing applications. One such protein pore is the pore-forming toxin α-haemolysin (αHL) (Figure 1c).[27] αHL is a heptameric membrane channel protein from Staphylococcus aureus which forms water-filled channels on the plasma membrane of erythrocytes and other eukaryotic cells resulting in the loss of cell-relevant molecules and ultimately cell lysis or death. With an internal lumen diameter that varies between 2.9 nm at the cis entrance, 4.1 nm in the internal cavity, 1.3 nm at the inner constriction, and 2 nm at the trans entrance of the β-barrel,[27] αHL was the first nanopore to record ionic current changes upon translocation of DNA and RNA polymers[13,26] and has been used for many other sensing applications. Other protein pores used for sensing include Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A (MspA)[29] and bacterial outer membrane channel CsgG[26,30] with the latter being used in commercial equipment from Oxford Nanopore Technologies for nanopore-based DNA and RNA sequencing. Sensing has also been explored with the PA63 channel of anthrax toxin,[31] the potassium channel KscA,[32] the toxin aerolysin,[33,34] the mechanosensitive channel Mscl,[34] the bacterial transporter FhuA,[35,36] the bacterial toxin ClyA,[36] and the bacteriophage phi29 DNA packaging motor.[37] Biological nanopores are advantageous for commercial products as biological protein expression enables the large-scale fabrication of nanopores with precise and consistent geometry. Consistent geometry is essential when nanopores are used as single-molecule sensors where read-out intimately depends on the structure of the nanopore.

Adapting nanopores for many sensing applications requires structural features that are less abundant in naturally occurring protein nanopores. Protein nanopores have been extensively mutated[38] to acquire specific properties desirable for sensing, such as size-selectivity or specific molecular interaction. For example, anMspA-based nanopore sensing platform was reported[39] in which a rationally designed polymer strand was tethered to the MspA pore. This enabled single-molecule detection of a wide range of analytes, monitoring of chemical reactions, and discrimination of enantiomers.[40] Modifications of protein pores can be introduced by replacing,[41] deleting,[42,43] or adding amino acids[44] and thereby changing the surface charges,[44] functional groups[46] and hydrophobicity[47] of the pore, as shown by Soskine et al. for the ClyA pore.[48] These specific modifications can alter the pores’ stability in response to changes in pH[49] or salt concentration.[50] Nevertheless, the introduction of several chemical modifications makes the fabrication of pores of predictable structure difficult. Peptide pores of small dimensions allow higher design versatility by simple inclusion of amino acid residues outside of the conventional remit of L-amino acids.[51,52] Peptides also facilitate the complete de novo design of highly tuneable designer pores from non-proteinogenic amino acids.[53,54] Inspired by the structure of naturally occurring antibiotic gramicidin pores, synthetic peptide pores have...
been designed to act as antibiotic agents by rupturing the bacterial membranes.\cite{53, 55} Furthermore, peptide pores have been used for label-free sensing.\cite{56} Advantages of peptide pores include their facile fabrication via solid phase synthesis, their ability to easily insert into membranes due to their small dimensions, and the high freedom in structural design. Nevertheless, de novo design of synthetic peptide pores allows only the construction of small pores\cite{57, 58} but this is currently changing with breakthroughs in predicting the structure of proteins.

Despite the ability to introduce minor modifications, large-scale re-design of a protein or peptide pore is often difficult. One such example of challenging modifications is to enlarge the aperture of the nanopore. As most biological pores have lumen sizes under 2 nm, expanding this to 5 nm and beyond would significantly expand the array of potential analytes. While very large-aperture protein nanopores do exist,\cite{59, 60} they suffer from issues in low stability and low homogeneity in oligomerisation.\cite{61, 62}

### 1.2. Solid-state nanopores

Solid-state nanopores (Figure 1d) address several of the shortcomings of protein pores and are commonly fabricated from inorganic thin membrane sheets by etching a hole,\cite{63, 64} via electron\cite{65} or ion-beam drilling,\cite{66} or by using glass nanopipettes.\cite{67, 68} To avoid the need of the costly drilling approaches, nanopores can also be made via dielectric breakdown.\cite{69, 70} The non-biological nature of solid-state nanopores renders them stable to a far wider array of conditions than protein nanopores. Solid-state pores can also be generated with highly customisable lumen sizes and adjustable surface properties.\cite{64, 65, 71, 72} Because of these advantages, solid-state nanopores are currently leading the field of large-aperture nanopore sensing.\cite{73, 74}

Analyte detection using solid-state nanopores faces challenges due to high analyte translocation velocity, inconsistent pore geometry, and lower resolution on pore chemistry than atomistic-defined protein pores. The passage of small analytes through the large lumen of a solid-state nanopore can occur too rapidly to yield measurable signals.

To overcome this issue, molecular modifications\cite{75} and nanobeads\cite{76} have been incorporated in the pores to slow translocation. A further limitation of solid-state nanopores is associated with the wide lumen and inconsistent lumen geometry which hinders the generation of reproducible signals. While 1 nm-narrow can be achieved with carbon nanotubes\cite{77} or atomically thin 2D materials such as MoS\textsubscript{2}\cite{78, 79} there is also considerable scope in modifying the lumen of wider solid-state nanopores in thicker membrane materials, such as the tethering of oligonucleotides to the pore walls or the insertion of DNA nanostructures into the lumen.

### 1.3. DNA modification and DNA nanotechnology

DNA offers a route to address several of the shortcomings of existing protein, peptide and solid-state pores either by adding single or double-stranded DNA or by building entirely DNA-based nanopores. The well-understood base...
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Pairing properties of DNA are the basis for DNA nanotechnology\cite{80-83} which provides unprecedented flexibility to design and build customised nanostructures of well-defined dimensions\cite{80,84-87} and functions. Coupled with well-established DNA modification methodologies, DNA nanostructures are used as a structural scaffold to organise nano-objects,\cite{90-94} assemble and control chemical or enzymatic reactions,\cite{95-97} and guide the assembly of biological and chemical molecules.\cite{98,99}

In this review, we will focus on recent progress in building functional nanopores enabled with DNA modification and DNA nanotechnology. We first cover how DNA modification of established protein pores can expand their function, and how DNA nanostructures can act as structural templates to guide the precise assembly of pore-forming peptides and proteins. The review will then describe how solid-state nanopores are modified with DNA oligonucleotides and DNA nanostructures to redefine the geometry or functionality of the pore. We will finally summarise the de novo fabrication of DNA nanopores that puncture biological and synthetic membranes (Figure 1e). DNA nanopores have been reviewed previously.\cite{100} Readers interested in DNA-related analytical applications are guided to reviews by Ying et al.,\cite{101} Liu et al.,\cite{102} and Ding et al.\cite{103}

**2. DNA-functionalised protein and peptide nanopores**

Protein nanopores have been functionalised with DNA oligonucleotides to impart desirable properties, such as increasing the residence time of translocating analytes. Electrophoretically propelled DNA analytes can translocate through the barrel of a short nanopore faster than the scan rate of the electrical amplifier leading to poorly resolved current signals. As one route to reduce the translocation speed, Howorka et al. allowed the oligonucleotide to hybridise to a complementary oligonucleotide sequence conjugated into the lumen of an αHL pore (Figure 2a).\cite{105} Variation in the residence time of the oligonucleotides spent inside αHL enabled precise discrimination of single base mutations within the translocating oligonucleotide. This setup also helped explore the kinetics of DNA strand hybridisation (Figure 2b),\cite{106} as well as probing the internal geometry of αHL.\cite{107} The work on DNA duplex sensing was preceded by the analysis of transient duplexes formed by hairpin structures inside the pore.\cite{108} The studies on DNA-modified protein pores were expanded by Rotem et al. In their study, a DNA aptamer was used to enable specific protein recognition (Figure 2c).\cite{109} Given the large size of the analyte, the aptamer was positioned at the pore entrance to allow the binding of the protein outside the pore. Later, Soskine et al. reported the conjugation of DNA aptamers on a larger pore, ClyA, and realised the selective capturing of proteins into the pore lumen.\cite{110} The potential of non-covalent DNA-modification was further explored by Franceschini et al.
The study followed previous investigations where a DNA-PEG strand was threaded into the αHL pore to form a rotaxane. In the case of ClyA, DNA modifications installed at one pore side helped achieve the controlled and hybridization-mediated transport of another, threaded DNA strand across the pore lumen. The functional repertoire of protein pores has also been expanded with analyte-sensing polymers, adaptors that reside within the pore and accommodate nucleotides or via covalent small-molecule modifications.

In addition to modifying existing pores, DNA has been used to expand the structural repertoire of protein pores by acting as an assembly scaffold. In 2017, Henning-Knechtel et al. developed a DNA-guided assembly strategy to construct hybrid nanopores by using DNA-conjugated αHL monomers which can corral on circular DNA nanostructures (Figure 2d). Unlike native αHL monomers that tend to form homogeneous heptameric αHL pores, the newly developed DNA-guided assembly led to hybrid nanopores of twelve, twenty and twenty-six subunits, which showed size-dependent electrical conductance.

A similar strategy to produce hybrid nanopores was pursued by assembling α-helical peptides from the polysaccharide transporter Wza, as reported by Spruijt et al. The DNA-guided multimerisation harnessed a modular DNA scaffold formed of short oligonucleotides that hybridised to complementary oligonucleotides conjugated to Wza peptide monomers. This design caused the peptides to assemble into a stable, membrane-puncturing channel composed of eight peptide subunits (Figure 2e). However, despite the modularity of the scaffold, the approach did not yield nanopores with more than eight peptide subunits.

The DNA-guided strategy to create larger peptide pores was expanded by Fennouri et al. via the fabrication of a defined multimeric pore (Figure 2f). The multimer pore was assembled from the peptide ceratoxin A (CtXa), which naturally oligomerises on membrane surfaces to form random multimers. To achieve defined composition, a wheel-shaped DNA scaffold was prepared to hybridise with DNA-conjugated peptides. Stable assemblies with four, eight and twelvermer peptides yielded pores with larger lumens and defined conductance states. Additionally, the

Figure 2. DNA-functionalised protein and peptide nanopores. a) An αHL pore with an engineered cysteine residue (green dot) for covalently attaching a single-stranded DNA molecule. b) An αHL pore carrying a DNA strand (blue) allows hybridization with a complementary DNA strand (red) to yield current blockades that help determine the kinetics of DNA duplex formation via single-channel current recordings (middle panel, bottom). Adapted with permission from Ref. [106]. Copyright 2001 National Academy of Sciences. c) A DNA aptamer (blue) attached to the αHL pore enables specific binding of a thrombin protein (green) as monitored in a single-channel current trace (bottom). Adapted with permission from Ref. [112]. Copyright 2017 Nucleic Acids Research. d) Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation of a DNA scaffold (left) and the schematic drawing of a DNA scaffold-templated pore of attached Wza peptide (red) inserted into lipid bilayer (right). Adapted with permission from Ref. [113]. Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group. e) DNA nanostructure-guided assembly of DNA-modified peptide CtXa (red) monomers to form a membrane-spanning pore. Adapted with permission from Ref. [114]. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
DNA scaffold was equipped with cholesterol modifications which eased membrane insertion of the peptide pore.

Large DNA origami structures were also used as structural templates to arrange the subunit position within tetrameric Kir3K\(^+\) channels, as realised by Kuokawa et al.\([115]\) Subunit Kir3K\(^+\) channel proteins were engineered to carry zinc finger proteins (ZFP) which are recognised by the origami scaffold with cognate ZPF binding sites. Adding a DNA origami nanostructure with four distal binding sites elicited a threefold increase in the current activity of the K\(^+\) channel in HEK293T cells, indicating that the template changed the position or orientation of the protein subunits in the membrane channel.

Another approach to form even bigger pores was realised by using a circular DNA origami ring to corral up to 48 copies of the bacterial toxin pneumolysin, which readily formed a channel with an inner diameter of 22 nm.\([116]\) This DNA-protein hybrid pore facilitated the exchange of molecules between liposomes and the outer environment. Controlled transport was then achieved by specifically decorating the DNA ring with disordered nucleoporin proteins.

**3. DNA-functionalised solid-state nanopores**

**3.1. Pores modified with oligonucleotides**

The properties of solid-state nanopores can be improved by functionalisation with DNA oligonucleotides. DNA modifications address issues of inconsistent lumen geometry and lack of ligand binding and achieve controlled structural and functional modulations of the pore. The modifications are installed by taking advantage of commercially available DNA strands and predictable secondary DNA structures, as well as the ability of DNA to mimic features of biological pores, such as ligand recognition or gating between open and closed states.

Tethering DNA oligonucleotides to the walls of solid-state nanopores has helped mimic the characteristic current rectification of biological nanopores. In rectifying pores, changes in the polarity applied voltage alter the conductance profile, which is often caused by physical movement of flexible parts within a narrow lumen region of the pore (Figure 3a).\([117, 118]\) Thiol-tagged oligonucleotides of varying lengths were conjugated into large conical gold nanopores with aperture sizes of 5 nm to 60 nm, resulting in nanopores demonstrating voltage-dependence conductance. The rectifi-
cation was caused by the electrophoretically induced reorientation of the DNA strands within the pore lumen as the membrane potential was switched in polarity.

Another property of biological nanopores, responsiveness to external pH, was re-created by grafting the solid-state pore lumen with DNA oligonucleotides of the pH-responsive i-motif sequences. At pH 4.5, the highly structured DNA oligonucleotides reduced the diameter of the pore, but upon exposure to neutral pH, the structures relaxed which increased the lumen size and channel conductance (Figure 3b). In a similar manner, a G-quadruplex-forming sequence was also used to achieve regulation of conductance states in response to potassium concentrations, thereby mimicking the function of biological potassium channels. In a further step, a synthetic route replicated the multi-stimuli responsiveness of potassium channels which are gated by the applied voltage and environmental salt concentration. The multi-stimuli reactivity was successfully achieved in the Siwy group by conjugating DNA oligonucleotides to conical polymeric solid-state nanopores. Upon application of voltage the oligonucleotides altered their orientation in the pore which changed the pore’s luminal diameter (Figure 3c). The channel was also responsive to pH. Low pH protonated several nucleobases in the DNA oligonucleotides which—by electrostatic attraction to the negatively charged DNA backbone—resulted in the formation of a dense biopolymer meshwork and a lowering of the pore conductance (Figure 3c).

The introduction of a DNA coating within a solid-state nanopore was also employed to achieve selectivity in analyte recognition. By applying multiple DNA hairpin loops, the walls of the pore were able to selectively interact with analytes of complementary sequence. The highly specific base-pairing interactions of DNA enabled precise detection analytes of complementary sequence. The highly specific walls of the pore were able to selectively interact with the meshwork and a lowering of the pore conductance (Figure 3d).

3.2. Solid-state pores functionalised with DNA nanostructures

DNA nanotechnology has enabled the de novo design and fabrication of DNA nanopores. Creating custom-designed pores relies on building designed structures of larger dimensions than protein pores. Forming wide DNA nanopores also benefits from the ease of predicting DNA duplex formation as well as the larger nucleotide size, when compared to protein folding and amino acids, respectively.

The first design of a funnel-shaped DNA origami nanopore featuring a 7.5 nm wide constriction was realised by Bell et al. This large hollow DNA nanostructure was inserted into the lumen of a solid-state pore and helped detect DNA analytes. The inherent charge of the DNA structure enabled electrophoretic docking into the lumen of a solid-state pore. The docking efficiency was found to be increased by adding an extended single-stranded tail to help electrophoretically thread the DNA pore into a solid-state pore (Figure 4a).

In independent parallel work, Wei et al. designed DNA origami plates with 6 nm thickness and a central opening of varying size (Figure 4b). The docking of the DNA plate structures over solid-state apertures was investigated. The relative conductance of was reduced for smaller openings within the DNA plate. The size-customised DNA origami structures also acted as size-selective filters by hindering the translocation of molecules exceeding the opening diameter. Challenges of DNA origami plates include the high ionic leakage which is mainly attributed to ion permeation pathways through the lattice of DNA helices. This leads to considerable ionic current noise compared to non-hybrid solid-state pores and impedes single-molecule sensing. In addition, the charged nature of the DNA structures results in deformations under high voltage.

In another docking approach, a DNA nanostructure was created to mimic the large biological nuclear pore complex. Ketterer et al. docked into a solid-state pore a 57 nm-wide DNA origami ring conjugated with the nuclear pore complex peptides (Figure 4c). This biomimetic structure enabled the investigation of essential transport properties of the otherwise difficult-to-explore large and structurally intricate biological nuclear pore complex.

Recently, a DNA origami sphere -docked onto a solid-state pore- formed an electro-osmotic trap to capture and analyse proteins for hours with sub-millisecond resolution, as attained by Schmid et al. The electro-osmotic flow was induced by the highly negatively charged nature of the DNA sphere which causes the flux of charge compensation cations and the surrounding water molecules. This electro-osmotic trap allowed the differentiation between size, shape and nucleotide-dependent conformation of proteins as shown with the protein Hsp90. While DNA origami structures have...
found widespread use to fine-tune the dimensions of solid-state nanopores
(Figure 4d), a limitation is the need to apply a voltage to maintain docking of the structure at the pore entrance. Strengthening the association of the structure to the pore can be achieved via hydrophobic modifications. By decorating the DNA origami sphere with cholesterol-modified oligonucleotides, Wen et al. were able to overcome thermal fluctuations of the DNA origami sphere which limited the trapping of small particles.

The incorporation of hydrophobic modifications to DNA nanostructures is also used in the construction of spontaneously inserting membrane nanopores built entirely of DNA.

4. Self-assembled DNA membrane nanopores

DNA nanopores of highly defined structure can be inserted into lipid bilayers and related semifluid membrane for applications in biological and biophysical research and sensing. To achieve membrane binding and puncturing, DNA nanopore are equipped with hydrophobic modifications at selected sites within the designed nanostructure. Pioneering work in the field of membrane-spanning DNA nanopores was performed by Langecker et al. who, inspired by the structure of αHL, designed a membrane-puncturing nanopore via DNA self-assembly (Figure 5a).

The DNA duplexes in the pore were arranged in a honeycomb lattice to form a large DNA origami extramembrane cap structure (Figure 5a). A central hollow 2 nm-wide lumen extended to the protruding membrane-puncturing channel (Figure 5a). Up to 46 cholesterol membrane anchors were attached to the structure to enable binding onto lipid membranes and puncturing of the bilayer (Figure 5a).

In independent and parallel work by Burns et al., a membrane-spanning DNA nanopore was fabricated with a core of six hexagonally arranged duplexes enclosing a 2 nm lumen. The pore was assembled from just 14 DNA strands. Membrane anchoring of the 15 nm long duplex bundle was achieved by a hydrophobic belt composed of neutrally charged phosphorothioate-ethyl (PPT) which were installed at corresponding sections of the DNA backbone (Figure 5b). In other work, the hydrophobic belt was replaced with two porphyrin-based tetraphenyl-porphyrin (TPP) tags as alternative membrane anchors for a six-helix-bundle DNA pore (Figure 5c). In addition to functioning as anchors, TPP exhibits fluorescence emission, which

Figure 4. DNA origami nanopores positioned on and within solid-state nanopores. a) A hybrid pore formed by inserting a folded DNA origami funnel (top) into a solid-state pore (below). The insertion of the funnel into the pore is guided by the threading of an attached DNA double strand. Successful insertion of the funnel into the solid-state pore is detected by a current blockage in a single-channel current trace (bottom). Adapted with permission from Ref. [129], Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. b) A rectangular DNA nanoplate docked on a SiN solid-state nanopore. The electrophoretically induced docking of the DNA nanopore is registered by a change in the current-voltage curve. Transmitting electron microscopy images show top-down views of the solid-state pore and assembled DNA plates with increasing opening sizes. Adapted with permission from Ref. [130], Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH. c) A biomimetic nuclear pore complex, created from a DNA origami ring, whose lumen is decorated with yeast FG-Nup peptides (left). The complex was docked onto a solid state nanopore thereby causing a decrease in conductance in the conductance trace (right). The conductance decrease is proportional to whether the structure was undecorated (blue) or decorated with the FG-Nup peptides (light red) or with a mutant peptide (dark red). Adapted with permission from Ref. [131], Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group. d) Schematics of a DNA origami nanoplate (top, left) and atomic force microscopy images showing the assembled structure (top, right). The DNA origami nanoplate can be reversibly trapped on and ejected from a glass nanocapillary, as shown by changes in the current traces (middle) and histogram (bottom). The numbering 1–3 corresponds to the steps of the process of trapping and ejection in a scheme (right). The histogram shows a 2.3 % drop in current for over 350 measured trapping events. Adapted with permission from Ref. [132], Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
was used to verify the pore’s membrane insertion as porphyrin fluorescence shifts upon a change into the hydrophobic membrane environment. The hydrophobic anchors were also moved to one pore terminus for easier membrane insertion and these DNA pores were found cytotoxic as the incubation of the pore with cervical cancer HeLa cells significantly reduced the cell viability.

Another DNA pore of the six-helix-bundle type was designed by using only six interconnected DNA strands (Figure 5d). It was observed that the pore switched between an open, high-conductance and a closed, low-conductance state, depending on the magnitude of the applied voltage. This change reflected the electrophoretic movement of the negatively charged pore wall sections, which was also observed in the TTP-tagged pore. The design of the six-helix bundle pore was further advanced by equipping it with a nanomechanical gate to control the flow of molecules across the membrane (Figure 5e). Closing of the lumen and hindrance of the flux was reached by binding a lid DNA strand to two single-stranded DNA overhangs on top of the pore. The addition of a key DNA strand removed the lid by hybridising and unzipping the lid strand and resulting in an opened pore. Single-channel current recordings confirmed low permeability of the closed pore (0.7 nS) but significantly higher upon the addition of the key strand (1.6 nS). Furthermore, this pore acted as a charge-selective filter, allowing 130-fold quicker passage of small molecule sulforhodamine B carrying one positive and two negative charges compared to a triple negatively charged indicator molecule carboxy-fluorescein. The transport principles and
kinetics of small-molecule transport through the lumen of the six-helix bundle pore was examined using simultaneous readout of hundreds of individual pores and molecular dynamic simulations.[147] This analysis revealed that the pore’s selectivity in transport depends on steric and electrostatic factors but also the composition of the lipid bilayer in which the pore is embedded. Recently, the repertoire of gated six-helix-bundle pores has been expanded for external triggers such as heat,[148] protein binding,[149] light[150] and ATP binding.[151] Six-helical bundle DNA pores were also shown to have clinical application, puncturing live cell membranes and transporting anti-tumour drugs.[152] The assembly pathway of the six-helix bundle pore was recently monitored by ion mobility mass spectrometry,[153] while their structural conformations have been investigated using cryo-electron microscopy and molecular dynamics simulations.[154–156]

The dimensions of DNA pore structures were further reduced by Göpfrich et al., with the design of a DNA channel comprising solely four duplexes that enclosed a subnanometer lumen (Figure 5f).[157] Using the DNA tile design, the DNA channel was built out of 8 interconnected DNA strands enclosing a lumen of approximately 0.8 nm. The incorporation of cholesterol modifications and Cy3-tags allowed membrane interaction and fluorescent visualisation. In other work by Lanphere et al.[158] it was possible to control the formation of four-duplex DNA pores in membranes from two halves. The membrane-bound halves were assembly-inactive due to lack strands. But these could be unzipped by key strands leading to assembly into hollow channels for transmembrane transport.

Göpfrich et al. designed so far the smallest pore, simply consisting of one single 5 nm long DNA duplex anchored to the membrane with porphyrin tags (Figure 5g).[159] While in previous DNA pores the central water-filled channel was enclosed by several DNA duplexes, the minimal pore featured a thin water-filled perimeter between the outer surface of the central duplex and the surrounding lipid bilayer membrane. The formation of the toroidal pore was confirmed by demonstrating the minuscule passage of ions through the gaps between the DNA and the lipid bilayer and by analysis with molecular dynamics simulations. The toroidal shape of the membrane -as induced by the anchor-modified pore- was also used to mimic the function of the flippase enzyme which facilitates transport of lipids between the two bilayer leaflets, as shown for four-duplex pore.[160] While this small gap between DNA duplexes and lipid bilayers is facilitated by the few cholesterol or porphyrin anchors, a hydrophobic belt formed by alkylated PPT anchors resulted in a tight seal with the surrounding membrane.[161–163]

The fabrication of a membrane-spanning DNA pore with a larger lumen was first reported by Krishnan et al. who introduced a DNA origami pore enclosing a 4.2 nm × 4.2 nm lumen (Figure 6a).[164] This T-shaped pore consisted of a double-duplex layered cap and a hollow central stem, as well as 57 hydrophobic tocopherol membrane anchors spread around the bottom side of the cap region. Membrane association was alternatively achieved with biotinylated lipids and streptavidin bridges to biotinylated anchors at the pore’s underside. The wide lumen of the T-shape pore allowed translocation of ssDNA strands of up to 527 base-pairs in length.

An artificial funnel-shaped DNA pore with an even wider lumen of 6 nm × 6 nm was fabricated by Göpfrich et al. (Figure 6b).[165] Confocal imaging and ionic current recordings revealed that the pore can insert into bilayers via the incorporation of 19 cholesterol tags and show high conductance caused by the wide funnel lumen. In another separate study, a funnel-shaped DNA origami pore with a 7.5 nm × 7.5 nm wide lumen demonstrated the capability of translocating folded proteins (Figure 6c) as reported by Diederichs et al.[166] The molecular transport through the pore was confirmed via spectroscopic and electrical readout revealing a 20-fold speed increase under electrophoresis compared to diffusion. A diffusion of up to 66 molecules per second was observed. The pore acted as a size-specific filter for proteins, only allowing proteins with a diameter below the lumen size to translocate.

To complement the static pores, a dynamic design was introduced by Thomsen et al. with a dynamic hexagonal-based DNA origami pore of 9 nm lumen width and 32 nm height (Figure 6d).[167] The pore featured three nanomechanical flaps which, upon strand displacement, were opened to reveal hydrophobic moieties for membrane binding. Actuation-based membrane insertion was confirmed by binding assays with membrane vesicles. The size-specific translocation of different molecular cargos was confirmed.

A large reversibly gated DNA pore with the ability to control the transport of folded proteins across bilayers was introduced by Dey et al. (Figure 6e).[168] The pore features an extramembrane DNA origami plate with a central square-shaped 416 nm² large hole which was equipped with a hinge-attached nanomechanical lid. The DNA pore also featured a membrane-spanning channel. The pore could be reversibly opened and closed via a lock-and-key mechanism to control the transport of proteins across bilayer membranes.

Another de novo rational design strategy was developed by Xing et al. to build DNA origami nanopores of tunable pore shapes and sizes with a lumen of diameter up to tens of nanometres (Figure 6f).[169] The pores were not designed via the traditional route of bundling all DNA duplexes in a parallel fashion to puncture the bilayer. Rather the duplexes were assembled into modular units that were linked into tunable shapes including triangles (Figure 6f), squares (Figure 1e), pentagons and hexagons. All pore variants were composed of an extramembrane cap and a membrane-spanning channel, and DNA duplexes were lying parallel to the membranes. By taking advantage of the large lumen size and precise modification of the pore walls with receptors, the pores allowed direct label-free sensing of protein analytes, such as streptavidin and the SARS-CoV-2 antibody (Figure 6f).[170]

Increasing the length of pores instead of lumen diameter is a research venture pursued by Schulman’s group by creating multiple micrometre-long DNA nanochannels. The DNA nanochannels were self-assembled from DNA double crossover tiles[169] enclosing a 7 nm-wide channel lumen.
This approach acts as a self-healing mechanism\textsuperscript{[169]} and forms flow networks connecting multicellular compartments.\textsuperscript{[170]}

Controlled migration of dye across the DNA nanochannel was demonstrated with control structures where one channel opening was capped.\textsuperscript{[167]}

\section{5. Summary and Outlook}

In this review we have surveyed recent advances of functional nanopore systems enabled by DNA modification and DNA nanotechnology. The use of DNA expands the structural and functional repertoire of existing nanopores and is the basis for a separate class of nanopores. DNA confers new properties to existing and new pores in terms of specific molecular interaction, shape and size, and nanomechanical changes, thereby overcoming shortcomings of existing nanopore systems. In the following, the advantages and limitations of the DNA-led approaches are summarised, along with possible future developments.

\subsection{5.1. Integrating stimulus response by tethering DNA strands to protein and solid-state pores}

This approach adds functionality not easily accessible by the pore material but operates within the constraints of DNA; only analytes and stimuli responsiveness allowable by DNA can be used. Similarly, the introduced functionality cannot considerably alter pore dimensions and shape. One challenge is to add DNA strands in defined numbers and positions to the walls of solid-state pores.

\subsection{5.2. DNA nanostructures as structural templates to guide the assembly of pore-forming peptides/proteins}

This route yields protein pores of defined composition and shape not accessible by a non-templated assembly of component proteins and peptides. As a requirement, peptides and proteins have to be engineered to carry a DNA strand that interacts with the template; this is usually not an issue. The pore shape accessible by the route is currently circular but may in future be tuned with other origami
structures. A limitation for several biological applications is that the hybrid DNA protein/peptide pores are fabricated in a test tube rather than being produced by the cell, something which is routinely achieved by genetic engineering of proteins.

5.3. DNA origami structures to tune the lumen structure and function of solid-state nanopores

This route places DNA origami plates on top of solid-state pores or inserts DNA nanofunnels into the pore lumen. Thereby, the lumen shape and width are tuned. Furthermore, nanomechanical changes can be introduced to control pore transport properties. As a drawback, positioning DNA origami structures into solid-state pores usually does not achieve a tight seal which reduces the resolution of electrical recordings of the DNA structures.

5.4. De novo designed DNA nanoparticles to puncture lipid bilayers

The strategy offers nanoparticles with well-defined dimensions and designed structural dynamic properties, but also achieves novel functions, such as controlled molecular transport and sensing capabilities. Pore shape and dimensions are widely tuneable. Two limitations are the greater structural flexibility of DNA structures compared to protein assemblies. Another is the highly negatively charged nature of DNA which can lead to electrophoretically induced changes in pore shape at high transmembrane potentials. The charged nature also lowers the membrane insertion efficiency of DNA nanoparticles. These points can be addressed by chemical modifications to the DNA backbone.

5.5. Other approaches and future developments

Rather than using DNA to modify or form a pore, DNA tethering can be applied in other ways to benefit nanopore sensing. For example, attaching DNA to a peptide strand has led to a new approach in single molecule peptide tethering which can be applied in other ways to benefit nanopore sensing. Furthermore, DNA nanocarriers allow the identification of RNA isoforms by specifically binding target RNA followed by single-molecule pore sensing.[169] Future developments on DNA modification and DNA nanotechnology and nanopore techniques could yield advanced analytical platforms[11] with precisely tuned pores to detect molecular analytes, single-molecule research tools for ligand-receptor binding[120] and chemical/ enzymatic reactions,[181] and biomimetic nanostructures[182] to replicate transmembrane flux,[158] signal transduction, and molecular motors.[183]
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The scope of biological and synthetic nanopores can be structurally and functionally expanded by chemical modification with DNA as well as the creation of entirely DNA-based nanopores for applications in sensing, biological research, and synthetic biology.